
H. - Historical VICEROY Positioning and Campaigns

1. 1936 - First filter cigarette. Advertising positioned the brand
as a mild, clean smoke with health benefits resulting from fil-
tration. Non-filter competitors were the norm at this time.

2. 1942-46 -Campaign idea was "It's smart to smoke VICEROY.
Implied health/taste benefits due to filter.

3. 1946 -49 = Campaign idea was "Dentists recommend VICEROY. "
- Implied cosmetic benefits due to filter. Sales doubled during
this time.

4. • 1950-52 - Campaign idea was "Reader's Digest tells why filtered
cigarette smoke is better for your health. " Sales almost
quadrupled with effective exploitation of this publicity windfall.
Contiriued health/high filtration positioning.

5. 1953-54 - Campaign idea was "VICEROY's double-barrelled
health protection" and"Better your Health." Product increased
from 70M:VI to 84MM in length and filter changed from paper
to cellulose acetate. VICEROY first with this type of filter.
Demand surpassed our production capacity Winston, Marlboro,
Kent, and L&M introduced during this period. With the exception
of Kent, these competitors were positioned as full flavor cigarettes
whose filters improved taste rather than reduced health risks.

. 1955-56 - Six different campaigns used in this period shifting

traps. " VICEROY outspent in media by Winston - $9. 3MM in
emphasis between filter and taste. Ended with "20, 000 filter

1955 versus $12. 2MM for Winston. This period could have
;'-seen the beginning of consumer confusion over what VICEROY

. 1957-61- Reader's Digest article in 1957 lists Kent as the
safest cigarette and lowest in tar. This probably killed VICEROY's
filtration "reason for being". VICEROY used four campaigns
during this period. The emphasis was on "The Thinking Man's
Filter, The Smoking Man's Taste" and "VICEROY's Got It
At Both Ends - Deep Weave Filter - Somethinb Special End to
End = Special Filter - Special Blend. " VICEROY's sales
dropped precipitously with Winston far in the lead and growing.
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8. .1962-64 - Campaign ideas were "Not Too Strong - Not Too Light
VICEROY's Got The Taste That's Right"and "VICEROY's Got
the Deep «eave Filter and the Taste That's Itight." Surgeon
General's Report on Smoking and Health'published in 1964 and
the cigarette advertising code was adopted. VICEROY. appeared
to be trying to reposition itself as a healthSIhibh filtration
cigarette. Its sales decline stopped andsome growth was
achieved. Winston's sales continued to skyrocket outselling

"VICEROY by over 3 to 1. Winston outspent VICEROY in media
2 to 1. Marlboro spending matched VICEROY.

9. 1965-66 - New high filtration brands (Lark, True, Tare3•ton,
Benson & Hedbes) forced VICEROY into a strict full flavor... • •
positioning. Campaign idea was "VICEROY's Got The Taste

• That's Right - Right Any Time of the Day - Long Lasting
Taste That Doesn't Wear Out." Marlboro and Winston continued
their llistorical full flavor positioning and outspent VICEROY in
media.

10. 1967-70 - VICEROY Longs introduced. Broadcast ban in 1971.
Campaign idea was "The Good Taste That Never Quits. " Many
Long competitors introduced in this period. VICEROY's sales
were flat while Marlboro grew. VICEROY outspent in media
by both competitors.

11. 1971 - Two campaigns in this period - "Selective People" and the
first Racing ad "Get The Taste of What It's Alt'About - Get the

,•Full Taste of VICEROY." VICEROY's sales declined.
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7^yr :Excitement Is Now a Taste." VICEROY's full taste positioning
1.}.'.t. :S^ ei..:C .r: • r•^,.ir 1 •^' • .-was reinforced with the young, male oriented Racing theme.
-•..: Marlboro extremely successful with Iong-lived cowboy campaign.•.- • .

•`=_^' ' `^' :: Winston sales softened and the brand was surpassed by Marlboro
•fn 1975. Winston suffered from the broadcast ban by losing their
'jingle. Marlboro's campaign translated beautifully into print.
Both competitors have outspent VICEROY 'in media by more than
2 to I since 1972. VICEROY's Racing campaign never showed
positive sales results. It did not translate into taste, quality,

n

or satisfaction benefits to the bulk of smokers. Moreover, it
it actually engendered negative associations of smoke, fumes,
fire, danger or blood among some smokers. Replacement
campaigns (discussed later) developed and entered test markets
at the end of 1975.
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12. 1972 - 76 - Four Racing campaigns used with minor copy
:= •:.variation Current campaign.is "Why VICEROY? Because
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•I'd Never Smoke A Boring Cigarette. VICEROY. Where


